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Abstract—The research focuses on digital sketching aspect through a depic-
tion of Himavanta creatures and characters from Thailand, Laos, and Myanmar, 
where the details of paintings, sculptures, and architectural features as well as 
multicultural aspiration and imaginations are considered main variables. The re-
search analyzed Himavanta creatures’cultural identities, sculptural forms and 
patterns, colors, and characteristic structures and implemented these identities 
into a design process, which then initiated a digital sketching process to transfer 
the artwork into designing multicultural toys. The evaluation processes com-
prised of eight design aspects including 1) concepts and theories of toy design, 
2) contents connectedness, 3) discretion to communities, 4) suitability of Hima-
vanta creature, 5) numbers of character sets in basic level, 6) numbers of character 
sets in experienced level, 7) content management for toy design process, and 8) 
digitize design procedures.The research results show that the Himavanta crea-
tures including Singha, Chinese lion, Kochasri, Garuda and Swan that based on 
the digital sketch from paintings, sculptures, architectural features, as well as ar-
tisan’s imaginations in the multicultural societies were significantly similar.By 
testing and applying the concepts and theories of multicultural toy design pro-
cesses from digital sketches, each final design found to be practical and displayed 
effective cultural means that remains true to its mood and tonality of its cultural 
interpretation. Consequently, the level of satisfactory evaluation on the process 
of the design samples, the awareness effectiveness, and the toy’s interpretation 
shows the value of x̄ = 4.46 and the value of 0.58 standard deviation. The satis-
faction on the design works shows that awareness and interpretation consistency 
indicate x̄ =3.84 and the standard deviation was at 0.65.  

Keywords—Digital Sketching Applications, Toy designs, Multi-Cultures, Hi-
mavanta Creatures, and Art and Architectural Content 

1 Introduction 

A toy had a history as old as human civilization itself. Stick, stones, or broken 
branches served as early form of human’s expression to physical tactility, where the 
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notion of play serves as reflex to basic emotion. Thus, “play toys” representing ways to 
pass on the learning through such basic technology, sense of pride, and discovery of 
physical interaction. Applied technology then through toys, do not only provide enter-
tainment but also encourages learning, strengthens brain complexity, support imagina-
tion and benefits to human thinking development [1]. Toys have been designed and 
developed over the generations [2], resulting in a wide range of changes to keep up with 
the technological advancement. 

In 1990 [3], the Designer Toys, also known as Art Toys, were created by a group of 
toy lovers called Art Toy artists who hosted a toy exhibition. Ever since art toys are 
popular throughout the world [4] including in Thailand, where collectibles and novel-
ties created by designers and artists [5] were made from materials such as plastic, cloth, 
vinyl, wood, metal, resin, or paper, and typically released in limited numbers and with-
out reproduction version. With such techniques as color dyeing matching to digital 
sketch rendering, the art toys gained a distinctive identity and colorful characteristic, 
which revealed an art phenomenon generated for a toy industry. These techniques also 
added additional value for toys [6] and generates new perspectives in owning and in-
creased art and design appreciation to a new level. 

As the design emphasis the focus on technologies digital educational environments 
the experience and creative [7] [8], transforming working styles both hand skills and 
digital painting into a borderless working manner; working anywhere and anytime, 
without any restrictions. Only by a smartphone or tablet is sufficient to do the necessary 
design works [9]. With the use of network and smart mobile technologies, it allows us 
to monitor and coordinate across different locations and broadens more channels of 
developing as well as learning. Therefore, a design process and technology implemen-
tation greatly help to support users on the demanding needs in translating the detail of 
character to a new form of technological representation. Applications for adaptive and 
flexible learning allows the users to exploit self-learning using available technologies 
[10] to help in sketching and drawing with more accuracy and with creative outcome. 
They are like a device used for virtual design or alternative ways to art works’ creation. 

1.1 Toy design 

The concept of toy design must be simple and clear using the profound and natural 
geometric patterns [11]. Meanwhile, the toy design framework consists of culture and 
economy [12] that focuses on using design expression as a tool to present the relation-
ship between arts and behaviors –driving the toys to act as a symbolic communication 
with other means of social utility and connectivity. This is likewise in discussing about 
the cultural design frameworks for creating toys to connect the world of adults and the 
world of children [13] where the design of multicultural toys has a common goal of 
internationalization awareness that assist children to gain the social skill to associate 
and interact through playing and learning, while the adults emphasis on the aspect of 
hobby and form of leisure activities. 
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1.2 Digital sketching 

Digital Sketching is a powerful tool that supports artwork and design creation, suit-
able in the digital age that accommodates agility, speed and precision. Sketching is the 
easiest step to convey ideas into a concept. It is a visualizing process, a way of record-
ing, or displaying signs to remind ideas, which can either start with something that al-
ready exists or start over with the new idea. Designers use digital sketching application 
as a tool to transfer ideas, leading to results and application to justify certain area and 
process [14] that helps accentuate the art by the hands and further. 

The application' capabilities include powerful drawing tools such as line blur, weight 
and line brush size setting, color control, and vision management. These digital features 
are also accurate in creating both 2D and 3D imagery that focus on expressive notion 
of color and pattern discovered from the mythical figures that allowed alternative per-
spectives to the visual form, composition, and design paradigm. 

1.3 Multicultural design 

All human being has their own way of life, thoughts, feelings, and expression that 
have arisen from learning throughout their lives. There are three principles important 
in culture that must be considered for multicultural design:  

1. Symbolic expressions,  
2. Ancestors or heroes  
3. Beliefs and religions.  

These three beliefs will lead to the design with strong profound cultures or social 
representation. The use of digital tools for this research in enhancing the quality inspires 
the transfer of abstract symbols and patterns into simple and distinct digital forms. It 
can also solve the problem of transforming the numerous layers of structures into an 
impressive sketch [15], ready for design use or contents distribution. 

1.4 Himavanta 

Himavanta is a forest in literature and in the Trailokya (meaning: Three Worlds or 
Realms), belief according to Buddhism and Hindu. It is a representation that connects 
the Himavanta forest to an objective place, which mentioned its location on the Hima-
vanta or Himalayas mountain. The researcher is interested in presenting Himavanta 
creatures as a case study to scope into methods of ways to inspire contemporary devel-
opment to initiate an approach to collaborate with their thoughts on the matter. 

However, there are only few studies on the design of multicultural art toys and link-
age between personal thoughts and social opinion, understanding and imagination in 
regard to Himavanta creatures’ characters in Buddhist multicultural societies of South-
east Asia [16]. Few researchers have ever studied and compared such issues to design 
and produce the art toys through the digital sketching/digital painting applications or 
for furthering 3D printed prototype. 
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From such contents, this research intents to study the Himavanta creatures as fine 
arts appearing from the paintings, sculptures and architectures features based on cul-
tural beliefs and imaginations from people in Buddhist multicultural societies. With the 
use of digital sketching application, the result may also yield possibilities of the art toy 
designs as a testament to Multicultural accentuation from Thai design. 

2 Material and Experimental Procedure 

This research comprised of both qualitative and quantitative methods. By selecting 
3 Buddhist countries in ASEAN community consist of Thailand, the Lao People's Dem-
ocratic Republic, and the Republic of the Union of Myanmar as a case study, of which 
each capitals city of Bangkok, Vientiane, and Rangoon were chosen for their cultural 
merit representation (six temples per city with the total of 18 temples). Each countries’ 
architectural buildings and structure features such as important chapels and temples as 
well as their sculptures, paintings, and Buddhist literatures were studied. The proce-
dures are as the following: 

1. Conducting document surveys with search and discovery on knowledge regarding 
Himavanta, where comparative and contrast method of the three cultural identities 
derived on visual forms, personalities, patterns, colors, and structures of mythical 
creatures were collected. The obtained data was synthesized and analyzed for future 
used as a design guideline as demonstrated from figure 1, that several shared per-
spectives on creatures’ characteristic might be different, however the core identity 
and the inner meaning of the character has shown connection of relationship of art, 
contemporary features, and style from the three countries. That conclude to pertain 
4 popular culture influential factors that drive the interest of similarities and differ-
ences between the three countries.  

 
Fig. 1. Golden Triangle of Design Method, demonstrated the connection of three cultural 

mythical characters to the core of Multi-culture and Popular Culture. (Grounded from 
the lecture series at KMITL, (2016). 
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Furthermore, the collective data from the three mythical selections displayed from 
figure 2 shown the studying of the multi-culture representation, which shared the com-
mon characteristics of perception through thoughts and symbols derived from the Cul-
ture, belief or religion creation. For example, “Singha” can always be perceived as 
“Singha” because of its structure and gestures no matter where they appear despite the 
differences in decorative patterns and techniques that artisans elaborately conveyed the 
uniqueness and identity of the character’s societal respect and positioning as mythical 
creature of all three cultural points of view. 

 
Fig. 2. Matrix Chart of data and details for Himavanta creatures in 3 countries including 1) 

Thailand with Bangkok as the capital, 2) Laos with Vientiane as the capital, and 3) My-
anmar with Rangoon as the capital. 
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After analyzing the chart, the researcher summarized as follows: there were 5 types 
of Himavanta creatures including Singha, Chinese Lion, Kotchasri, Garuda, and Swan 
in Thailand and Laos. Of all five types, creatures found through Laos was influenced 
by Thai Arts. Whereas, the Chinese Lion and Kotchasri were not found in Myanmar 
due to religious belief of using Himavanta creatures that held different beliefs and us-
ages. 

Main ideas for multicultural toy design were carried out by analyzing the classifica-
tion, decorative patterns, colors, and common structures of such Himavanta creatures. 
There was also an analysis on the research data and the design process using descriptive 
statistical methods such as interquartile range (IR)to justify the correlation between the 
changes and acceptances from each culture practices and beliefs. 

2. The sample size was determined for the research using Krejcie and Morgan tables to 
estimate a proportion of population and determine Himavanta creatures’ structures, 
patterns, and proportions. A stratified random sampling and a result evaluation on 
various elements were undertaken to gain a design process of multicultural toys as 
shown in figure 3, which emphasize on the transitional idea through the process that 
encompassed the combination of the three cultural approaches to the Himavanta 
mythical meanings. The sample group of 19 expertise assist in determining the va-
lidity and suitability satisfaction, where 5 artists and 181 students were asked to test 
the 18 area of satisfactions.  

 
Fig. 3. An analysis of a design process for multicultural toys, which utilize digital sketching 

and painting into the process circulation.  

3. The design process was tested using cognitive styles while the studied principles of 
multicultural toys were experimented by mean of Delphi method, for which to relate 
the result of forecasting the process that can analyze data and measure results leading 
to conclusions. In this method, experts in cultures and fine arts, toy designers, char-
acter designers, and art toy artists provided their opinions through design work cre-
ation using the digital sketching application to interpret line-weight, details, and vis-
ual form of the characters, all based on the eight satisfaction factors in regard to the 
design interpretation.  
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3 Results and Discussion 

The study concerned with Singha, Chinese lion, Kochasri, Garuda and Swan appear-
ing as Himavanta creatures demonstrated through figure 4 comparative chart, allows 
the collective finding to be viewed as a source of art impression that can traced the 
meaning and intention from traditional methods of storytelling. Important Buddhist 
temple and architectural features, sculptures, paintings [17] and Buddhist literatures as 
well as in imaginations of people in the Buddhist multicultural societies from Thailand, 
the Lao People's Democratic Republic [18] and the Republic of the Union of Myanmar 
[19] are shown in figure 4. By justify the significant of the proper implication of the 
digital sketch, where such tools help in preserving the artistic rarity of form and line-
weight is a mission of paying respect to honor the historical past through existing tech-
nology. 

 
Fig. 4. Comparison of Himavanta Creatures between the three Buddhist Countries in ASEAN 

Community (Sketches and drawings made by hands for data collection). 

As figure 4 displays, the area survey found various sketching methods when creating 
a linear system from duplicate patterns of 2 or more Himavanta creatures. The sources 
of the pattern can be described as follows: the prototypes from the sculpture, painting, 
carving, and decorative items that appear in the architecture are meticulous, subtle, def-
erential but situated as hidden features. Of which, visual form and pattern can be rec-
ognized as similar in form and composition when related back to Thai’ Himavanta crea-
ture. As figure 5 will yield, the point of similarity stresses the insignificant of visually 
differences where now the prominent details and patterns emphasize on the connection 
of composition and visual form that people can relate and starting to make connection 
to the digital world. 
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Fig. 5. Procedures of using conceptual models and designing principles of multicultural social 

toys through design work synthesis and color and form analysis. 

By showing the procedures of using conceptual models and designing principles of 
multicultural social toys, 2 contrasting designs appeared to hold characters trait that are 
connected. The development system can be classified into 2 characteristics: character 
structure and decorative pattern on the character. This is the sequential development 
process in which the designer must add detailed patterns in the line drawings, coloring 
in 2D work and adding shadows to create a 3D atmosphere respectively. In table 1, 
demonstration of transferring the main idea to coincide with possible adjustment with 
digital applications. 
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Table 1.  Categorization of usability criticism and potential for character development. 

Usability Criticism Method Models Samples 

The development of a common struc-
ture of the Himavanta creature’s key-
word/ main idea through the character 
can adjust gestures to feel the various 
mood such as walking or sitting. 

 
 

Himavanta creatures’ patterns with a 
different gesture can adds decorative 
patterns to fulfill additional appear-
ance  
and mood. 

 
 

The character’s process of shading 
tone and form coloration can fulfill 
the overall gestures and emotional 
perception. Therefore, familiarity of 
traditional details helps to develop and 
design a character with more accu-
racy. Additional detail from this step 
is adding individual imagination and 
insert other elements, of which base 
on the Himavanta creature core and 
can combine to other imaginative as-
pect in the future. 

 

 

 
From table 2, the evaluation of cognitive styles and principles of multicultural toy 

design using Delphi method by the experts in cultures and fine arts, the toy designers, 
the character designers and the art toy artists. By analyzing the sample groups or the 
statistical value using the descriptive and inferential statistics, interquartile range (IR) 
are in good significance level. This represents possibilities to design multicultural toys 
using Singha, Chinese lion, Kochasri, Garuda and Swan as a model. 
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Table 2.  An evaluation of cognitive styles and principles of multicultural toy design (N=19) 

Evaluation Mdn IR Interpretation 
Study Process and Toy Design Process 5.00 1 Very consistent 
Information Accuracy 5.00 0.75 Most consistent 
Suitability of Data Storage Location 5.00 0 Most consistent 
Suitability of Himavanta Creature Sets 5.00 1 Very consistent 
Numbers of Character Sets in Basic Level 5.00 1 Very consistent 
Numbers of Character Sets in Experienced Level 5.00 1 Very consistent 
Database Management for Design Process 5.00 0.88 Most consistent 
Total 5.00 0.80 Most consistent 

 
As seen from Table 2, the experts have the opinion that all procedures of using con-

ceptual models and designing principles of multicultural social toys in the step of design 
work development are totally consistent. The details are as follow: 1. Study Process and 
Toy Design Process (Mdn=5.00, IR=1, 2. Information Accuracy (Mdn=5.00, IR=0.75), 
3. Suitability of Data Storage Location (Mdn=5.00, IR=0), 4. Suitability of Himavanta 
Creature Sets ( Mdn=5.00, IR=1) , 5. Numbers of Character Sets in Basic Level 
(Mdn=5.00, IR=1) , 6. Numbers of Character Sets in Experienced Level (Mdn=5.00, 
IR=1), and 7. Database Management for Design Process (Mdn=5.00, IR=0.88). 

The design results were used to evaluate the eight aspects of satisfaction as detailed 
in Table 3. With an analysis of the cognitive styles and studied methods of multicultural 
toy design, the statistical results show that the mean (x̄) and the standard deviation (SD) 
are in good significance level, where the data will be considered as the design concept 
indicates through the visual form and line stroke. When interpreted the statistical result, 
it indicates that all experts strongly agree to use the guidelines and methods studied in 
this research in order to perceive the authenticity of the traditional intention in helping 
to design for the future multicultural toy. 

Table 3.  A result of satisfaction evaluation toward the study and design process of Himavanta 
creatures (N=5) 

Evaluation Measurement x̄ SD Interpretation 

Concepts and theories of toy design 4.50 0.50 Most consistent 
Contents connectedness 4.18 0.57 Very consistent 
Discretion to communities 4.43 0.83 Very consistent 
Suitability of Himavanta creature 4.40 0.55 Very consistent 
Numbers of character sets in basic level 4.60 0.55 Most consistent 
Numbers of character sets in experienced level 4.60 0.55 Most consistent 
Content management for toy design process 4.47 0.54 Very consistent 
Digitize design procedures 4.51 0.52 Most consistent 
Total 4.46 0.58 Very consistent 

 
According to the table 3, it is found that a result of satisfaction evaluation toward the 

study and design process of Himavanta is all consistent. The details are as follow: 1. 
Concepts and theories of toy design (x̄ =4.50, SD=0.50), 2. v (x̄ =4.18, SD=0.57), 3. 
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Discretion to communities (x̄ =4.43, SD=0.83), 4. Suitability of Himavanta creature (x̄ 
=4.40, SD=0.55), 5. Numbers of character sets in basic level (x̄ =4.60, SD=0.55), 6. 
Numbers of character sets in experienced level (x̄ =4.60, SD=0.55),  7. Content man-
agement for toy design process (x̄ =4.47, SD=0.54), and 8. Digitize design procedures 
(x̄ =4.51, SD=0.52).   

As the notion of digital mobile learning leads to a better resource’s organization and 
adaptability, accessibility to work anywhere, anytime and transportability of mobile 
platforms [9] can mostly benefits the design process. As application for designers serves 
as a tool supporting sketching and drawing documentation, a feature that allows the 
collection of visual forms and line strokes to transfer onto various platform for design 
purposes can serve as having a portable laboratory [20]. They reduce costs of materials 
and equipment for creating unnecessary repetitive design or art works, lower operation 
time, and provide a variety of specific tools to complete the job more effectively. With 
sophisticated capabilities in sketching, drawing, painting, and building realistic tex-
tures, these applications are becoming the ideal tools to initiate as well as to challenge 
designing and drawing procedure and process of the past [21]. Thus, generated the use 
of new applications for designers to control and expand the creativity as a design studio 
simulation, which offer ways to apply technologies and features to support creating 
works from imaginations with mobile devices system created to use on any locations 
[22]. Various collective data as seen from table 4, shows the available digital applica-
tions and tools use in today mobile creative field.  

Table 4.  Ten applications for digital sketching / digital painting. 

Icon Apps Skills Platforms 

 

SketchBook Sketching + Painting 
iPad,Tablet, 
Smartphone 

 

Assembly Sketching + Painting iPad, Smartphone 

 

Inspire Sketching + Painting iPad, Smartphone 

 

Tayasui Sketches Sketching + Painting iPad, Smartphone 

 

Fast Drawing for Eve-
ryone  Sketching + Painting Smartphone 
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Icon Apps Skills Platforms 

 

Zen Brush 2 Sketching + Painting 
iPad,Tablet, 
Smartphone 

 

Adobe Illustrator Draw Sketching + Painting iPad, Smartphone 

 

ASKetch Sketching + Painting iPad, Smartphone 

 

Infinite Painter Sketching + Painting Smartphone 

 

Paper by FiftyThree Sketching + Painting iPad, Smartphone 

 

According to the 10 cited applications [23], they are all available on different plat-
forms. There are tools that come with over 190 brushes with choices of digital brush 
and customization features. Thus, performances showed the congruency in virtual space 
and provide the same effect as working on real paper, and helps maintain the sketching 
strokes and line-weight smoothly and naturally. In this experiment on Himavanta crea-
tures’ creation, the researchers randomly select SketchBook application out of all above 
examples to be used as a tool by the sample group (designers), with reasons that the 
application help expressed visual forms and patterns by transferring the close accuracy 
of line-weight recorded by traditional hands sketch.  

The selection was in accordance with the quality control principles of data triangu-
lation, which consists of controlling the operation of people, devices, places, equal 
working hours under the same problem. The designers were assigned to draw one Hi-
mavanta creatures out of Singha, Chinese lion, Kodchasri, Garuda, and Swan. 

Autodesk SketchBook app contains a variety of essential drawing tools such as per-
spective guides, fill, effects sets for working with layers, as well as capabilities to cus-
tomize paint brush sets, layer systems or color selection tools, which perceived to have 
natural feel of traditional tools and designed with comfortability of use when designing 
variation of Himavanta shapes and characters detail features. 
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Fig. 6. The design through SketchBook application with specific customizable tools 

Furthermore, the application is a tool to facilitate work creation through a variety of 
devices with touch screen systems such as platform of mobile phones, tablets, and 
iPads. It transcends various limitations and can be used anywhere. It is economical, 
modern, fast, and can save into many file extensions such as JPG, PNG, vector, TIF, 
GIF, Ai, and PDF.  This is considered a technological advancement supporting the crea-
ture creation in the digital era. 

Therefore, the researcher would like to use the applications as a design learning plat-
form and a reference for design supports. With these apps, users can study inde-
pendently and access anytime even when they are outside the enclosed classroom. 
These applications can be used in product developments to help general people under-
stand technologies and solve problems in the future [24]. In addition, the applications 
have been continuously developed and adapted to respond with users and to support in 
working on ideas of anywhere and anytime. These digital sketching/digital painting 
applications are built to meet creators need. Advantages of using a smartphone or tablet 
are mobility and portability to easy access of wireless communication to share data in 
real time [25] and link through platforms. The applications are similar to a pocket-sized 
computing device with a display screen that functions by touch input or a small key-
board [26]. Smartphones and tablets are the popular choices when people need supports 
and convenience. In general, these devices can provide almost everything necessary for 
the design processes [27]. Eventually, working through the applications can provide 
user’s opportunities to explore their personal potential rather than for the learning pur-
poses [28]. It also strengthens interaction between humans and portable devices [22] 
that link to the practices that technology provide solution when approach the problem 
with human interaction in mind.   

In figure 7, 2D art toy designs based on cultures and fine arts by toy designers, the 
character designers, and the art toy artists (experts) have applied their design suggestion 
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by using digital sketching/digital painting applications. These creations applied the cog-
nitive styles and toy design methods into this research that revealed the interpretation 
of cultural arts and modified architectural features into eventually the multicultural toy 
designs idea as both 2 and 3dimensional solutions. 

 
 

 

 

 

Singha Chinese Lion Kochasri Garuda Swan 
 
In term of design selection, as shown in the table 5, the result of satisfaction evalua-

tion on the 2D works of Himavanta creature toys — Singha, Chinese lion, Kochasri, 
Garuda, and Swan, responded by the experts represents the statistical analysis as a good 
significance level of mean (x̄) and standard deviation (SD). When interpreted the sta-
tistical results, the five characters show the high possibility to convey the Himavanta 
creatures’ contents have trait of a contemporary concept, which combined both conven-
tional drawings and digital sketches resulting toward the methods and strategies for 
later use when designing multicultural toy processes. 

Table 5.  An evaluation on the design works of Himavanta creatures as toys (n=181) 
Evaluation on Design Works  x̄ SD Interpretation 

Singha type 3.60 0.56 Very consistent 

Chinese Lion type 3.75 0.65 Very consistent 

Kochasri type 3.77 0.70 Very consistent 

Garuda type 4.23 0.70 Very consistent 

Swan type 3.86 0.62 Very consistent 

 
From the table 5, it is found that an evaluation on the design works of Himavanta 

creatures as toys is all consistent. The details are as follows:  1. Singha type (x̄ =3.60, 
SD=0.56), 2. Chinese Lion type (x̄ =3.75, SD=0.65), 3. Kochasri type (x̄ =3.77, 
SD=0.70), 4. Garuda type (x̄ =4.23, SD=0.70), and 5. Swan type (x̄ =3.86, SD=0.62). 
Deriving the 181-sample group for the research, information age, digital sketching and 
mobile learning is gaining popularity and provides learning privacy [29]. Smartphones 
and tablet are ideal for supporting learning and maintaining motivation for the new 
generation. It also allows users to share and edit information regardless of the time and 
location [30]. These devices are favorable choices for those who need the assistance 
and convenience superior to a conventional computer, in situations where they are not 
practical to carry [27]. Using a digital sketching application after data survey, an appli-
cation called Autodesk SketchBook app, has shown strong recommendation from the 
experts where the design works by such application is effective and offer features and 
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tools that maintain the artistic expression as if drawn by hands.The patterns of Hima-
vanta creatures where Garuda selected as exemplar character due to selective profiling 
was drawn from first, left and right profiles, to front side, and with the back side to 
create a model using Zbrush render. This combination of both programs, where notion 
of digital sketches and a digital sculpting tool combines 2D/3D modeling, texturing and 
painting that becomes an objective form, can generated a tangible solution from the 
complex conceptual idea.  

In this case, Zbrush uses a "pixel" technology which stores lighting, color, material, 
and measurable depth information for all objects on the screen. SketchBook App as 
well hold similar capability in creating "high-resolution" images and models as Zbrush, 
where both has dynamic levels when adjusting resolution, allowing creators artistic 
freedom to changes models to reflex cultural interpretation [31]. Consequently, the end 
process that obtained the designed model can be prepared for applying the digital data 
into a 3D rendering or production of printed prototype. 

4 Conclusion 

This research shows that there is significantly similarity among Himavanta crea-
tures—Singha, Chinese lions, Kochasri, Garuda, and Swan in Southeast Asia countries 
including Thailand, the Lao People's Democratic Republic, and the Republic of the Un-
ion of Myanmar based on their architectural features within buildings and places such 
as important Buddhist chapels and temples as well as their sculptures, wall paintings 
and Buddhist literatures. By experimenting and applying the concepts and theories of 
multicultural toy design studied in this research into the art toy design through the dig-
ital sketching and model building application called Autodesk SketchBook app and 
Zbrush respectively, the obtained statistical analysis demonstrates that this is a practical 
approach to conduct design concept through procedures from art transferred knowledge 
by using digital tools on the device and the existing network that is readily available as 
part of everyday real situation.  

This research studied the multiculturalism theories, which apply the testing group 
via art interpretation from mythical figures and the application of cultural signs in de-
sign works [32] to finally conclude into the designing of character by designing a new 
idea of learning from conventional sketching and at the same time appreciating the 
meaning of cultural arts through mobile devices and available applications from today 
virtual market. It also did cross-discipline studies from various fields including history, 
literature, religion, society, education, psychology, behavior, and technology, thus so-
lidify an interdisciplinary study, which is instrumental in the creation of universal things 
and common phenomena arising from many dimensions [33] in today society.  

This research is based on beliefs, faith and imagination as the core, and reflects on 
the environment affecting the perception of Himavanta characters. Systematically cre-
ative process, which is very smart and beneficial, perhaps guided to obtain clear solu-
tion, where the thought system yielded a good design work with quality despite the 
different experience of each designers. Reflecting the differences of just solely uphold 
traditional drawing method, then to currently allow the idea of crossed method, new 
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practices can perhaps be seen as way to regenerate learning process and not just ways 
to appreciate the traditional arts –and not having ways to express nor response to the 
core art knowledge for contemporary daily life. 

The designer demonstrates creativity using cognitive styles and product design prin-
ciples for multicultural toys. The Garuda or Singha design reflects individual experi-
ences and thoughts. With the programs, which simplifies the design steps, the quality 
level of character’s detail and visual form are ready to apply 2D works into 3D proto-
type. On an important note, in order to gain a cultural design acceptancy for the cultural 
merits and pertaining an international standard, a knowledge base creation must be rec-
ognized. Thus, establishing a workshop helping the future learning of art process can 
benefits in areas such as cross-combination of character’s minor and dominant details. 
The new appearances or innovative form can then occur from such process. Designing 
methods may have a resulting possibility to be used for character creation and art toy, 
however thinking and visualization process as the amalgamation bridges between the 
past and present outcomes, with a mixture of cultural future; may now finally be re-
vealed. 
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